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Speed up your Windows 10 computer
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The Microsoft Windows 10 operating system is quite efficient and performs well using default settings. However, it is
possible to speed up Windows 10 even more and improve its performance. Try one or more of the following options to
speed up your Windows 10 computer, as well as help reduce or eliminate potential errors.
(A) Turn off shadowing and visual effects
Windows 10 includes some appealing look and feel features to program windows, text, icons, and other areas. While it
may look nice and even flashy, it comes at a cost. Those features, otherwise known as shadowing and visual effects,
use up system resources, which can cause Windows to run slower.
To turn off these resource draining features, follow the steps below:
1. In the Search Windows text box, next to the Start button on
the taskbar, type sysdm.cpl and press Enter.
2. In the System Properties window, click the Advanced tab.
3. On the Advanced tab, click the Settings button in the Performance section.
4. In the Performance Options window, select the Adjust for
best performance option, then click the OK button.
Tip: If you have picture files and like to see a thumbnail of that picture as the icon for the file, check the box for the Show thumbnails
instead of icons option. Doing so will result in the Custom option
being selected instead of the Adjust for best performance option,
which is okay.

(B) Adjust Windows power settings
Computers use power, that is no secret. However, how and where
computers use power is not something commonly known. By default,
the Windows operating system often utilizes a power plan that can
result in slower computer performance. If you have a desktop computer, or a laptop computer connected to a power adapter, you can
adjust the power plan used by Windows and increase the computer's
performance.

Note: If you have a laptop computer and are using the battery instead of the power adapter, it is recommended that
you do not adjust the power plan. The battery can be drained much faster if you adjust the power plan to allow for
higher performance in Windows.
To view and adjust the power plan in Windows, follow the steps below.
1. Open the Windows Control Panel.
2. Find and click the Power Options utility.
3. In the Power Options window, select the High performance power plan, then close the window.
If you want to adjust or the settings of the High performance
power plan, click the Change plan settings link next to that
power plan option. You can adjust two power settings in the Edit
Plan Settings window, or click the Change advanced power settings link to further adjust the power plan settings.

“SeniorNet is a community training network that supports & motivates people
aged 50+ to enjoy & use technology in their everyday lives.”
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A Word from your President, Mary Dowell
It has been lovely weather for the past couple of weeks which is great, summer is
on the way even though there is a cold snap coming in briefly.
Good news for those still using Windows 7. Microsoft will now continue to support
Windows 7 until 2023.
Cyber week runs from 8th October until 12th October. We are going to discuss this
at our tutors meeting this week, it is important to keep ourselves safe and we will
look at organising some information sessions.
I had a phone call the other day, the caller wanted to help me with my computer
problems but I said it was a bad line if he gives me his number I will call him
back. Ha-ha got him, before he got me he hung up. These calls are a menace and
are best ignored.
The lack of interest in courses being run is disappointing. It would be helpful if
members could give us some idea of what topics they would like to learn about.
The latest magazines have arrived for the IPhone and IPad, as well as Android.
After they have to be added to the library then they will be ready for members to
look at.
The current membership stands at 289. A reminder that Subs are due next month.
Please give a thought to joining the 2018/19 committee, there are vacancies for
Secretary President and Vice President. I am standing down after 3+ years as is
Annie.
Nomination forms are on the front desk ready. Clive has done a wonderful job as
Course Co-ordinator, but he too is standing down.

185 High St, Motueka
Telephone
03 528 1111
Email
motueka@nbs.co.nz

David Snell
We sadly advise members that David Snell has passed away. Our condolences have
been sent to the family.
David was a real asset to our SeniorNet with the knowledge he had of computers
and all things IT related. He kept our systems running smoothly and was generous
in sharing his expertise. He will be missed.

Dates for your Diary
MEMBERS’ MEETING
Mon 1st Oct 10am: Guest speaker—Sheila
Budgen “The Spirit of NZ Trust”

HELP & SUPPORT SESSIONS
Mon 8th Oct 10-11.30am: General topics
Sat 27th Oct 2-3.30pm: General topics
INTEREST GROUPS
Fri 5th Oct 2.30pm: Digital Photography
Fri 12th Oct 2.30pm: Genealogy
Fri 19th Oct 2.30pm: iPad & iPhone
Fri 26th Oct 2.30pm: Mac
Mon 22nd Oct 9.30am: Android Tablet
Tues 30th Oct 7.30pm: Genealogy

DIFFERENT APPROACH TO NAVIGATION
The “Gizmoe” magazine from the office of our
national SeniorNet is packed full of good tips & news.
Hopefully you read the issues our lovely secretary
Annie forwards to you?!? In a previous one, in case
you missed it: “What3Words” is a new way of precise
navigation, dividing the world into 3 x 3 metre
squares. Each is assigned a unique 3 word address.
Comes as a free mobile app on iPad & Android, also
on the web. Particularly useful in remote areas & for
use by emergency services. It can be built into other
apps & platforms—integration into car navigation
systems could happen quickly we are told. This short
video explains how it works:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=uF90434ASIs
Sandra Price
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HOT TIP! [Thanks to Whitianga SeniorNet]

MIG report: are Interest Groups doomed? by Anton Petre
Should we give up on Mac Group monthly meetings?
This started discussion at the August meeting, attended by nine members…before a couple more turned
up, it look like only five or so. We have over 50 Mac members, but over the last year or so attendance has slowly declined, the worst being only six.
Is it that we are not providing what people want? Are questions, problems, tutorials, tips and hints not enough? Let us
have any ideas.
We discussed whether we should seek to merge with the iPad group, but decided that would not work: users of either
machine would not get a fair hearing…time would be too short, and interests not necessarily coincide.
Against all that, it turns out that pretty well all SeniorNet groups, both here and in other parts of the country, are finding
the same thing. Interest group attendance is dropping, and many courses attract only two or three applicants. Quite a
few are cancelled for lack of interest. Even the regular help and support sessions sometimes have more advisers present
than “customers”.
Yet some groups — our iPad group is an example — get good turnouts. Tablets and phones are definitely sparking interest.
Up North, they are even asking whether SeniorNet is on the way out, as more folk know how to use their devices, and
have learned how much tuition and help is available online. What do you think? Tell me at petre@orcon.net.nz.
Anyway, we still had a good session in August, with four or five excellent Mac tutorial videos…as usual we all learned
something. One member had a problem with Safari misbehaving, and we explored Google on ways to reset the program
and sort things out, short of having to reload the operating system. We found a few answers, and with luck, one will
work. We also looked at getting rid of malware, how to avoid the problems caused by forgetting vital passwords, clever
ways of previewing files and images, and the several ways of including images in emails.
Maybe its not quite time to scrap the monthly meetings yet, but there may come a point where they are no longer worth
running. In the end it is up to SeniorNet members —- use it, or lose it.

iPPIG meeting, Colin

Hooker

Apple announced new iPhones and Apple Watches at a special event on September 12th so
we opened our meeting by watching extracts from the video of that event. We were
amazed at the new functions, particularly the heart monitoring facility on the Apple Watch and the photos app on the
iPhone.
iOS12 became available on September 18th and we watched a short MacMost video on some of the new features. Peter
demonstrated the new Apple app Measures and also the new Search function in Photos.
Anton then spoke about a Red Cross app, Hazards, which gives information about preparing for natural disasters such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, etc, and what to do during and after these events. The app will provide alerts for specified locations when a warning is issued by the authorities. Anton also mentioned a First Aid app which can be downloaded via the
Hazards app. Anne told us that the app GoodSAM Alerter can be used in an emergency by notifying nearby qualified helpers that urgent help is required.
Finally, Helen spoke about the Apple app Files, which is similar to Windows Documents. A central record of selected documents, photos, music, voice memos, etc is kept and can be shared between your iPhone, iPad and other computers.
Colin Hooker, 21 September 2018
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Some iPad tips—do you know these?
[source = Eden Roskill SeniorNet Newsletter]

1. To type Accented Characters (e.g. touché)
Touch and hold a character to see the alternatives. Keep holding your finger on the character, then slide up
and along to pick the one you want. Works for most vowels.
2. Get the “User Guide for iPhone/iPad
Learn everything you want to know about iPhone/iPad all in one place. The iPhone/iPad User Guide is a free
download in the iBook's Store. It is updated and reissued with each new upgrade.
3. Fun “Live” Photos effects
“Live” captures 1 ½ seconds before and after you press the shutter, giving you a 3 second video capture.
Switch “Live” on or off from this button. Yellow = on. White = off.

Swipe up on a “Live” Photo to choose an effect, like “loop”, “Bounce” or “Long exposure”.
“Loop” will keep looping the video from start to finish, start to finish continuously.
“Bounce” this will bounce the video backwards and forwards continuously.
“Long Exposure” this blurs any movement, as in a waterfall.
4. Siri can get the News
Siri can play you brief news updates. You can ask for news focused on sports, business or music.
5. Health App.
Did you know, that in case of an emergency and you are unconscious, it is possible for a helper to access your “Emergency” details
without having to unlock your iPhone. On the Home page where the
code numbers are, at the bottom left corner, you'll see the word
“Emergency”. This gives anyone access to your “Medical ID”. Once
this has been pressed, then your medical information will be available through the HealthApp.
You fill out as much or as little as you want through the Health App
that is part of the iPhone OS.

ALTERNATIVE FUN DEFINITIONS!!
BEAUTY PARLOR A place where women curl up and dye.
COMMITTEE A body that keeps minutes and wastes hours.
EGOTIST Someone who is usually me-deep in conversation.
MOSQUITO An insect that makes you like flies and gnats.
SECRET A story you tell to one person at a time.
TOOTHACHE The pain that drives you to extraction.
TOMORROW One of the greatest labor saving devices of today.
YAWN An honest opinion openly expressed.
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LEARNING CURVES
MacHint, by

Anton Petre

HOW TO MAKE AN EM DASH ON A MAC
Depending on the type of work you do on your Mac, an em dash may be a symbol you need frequently or rarely at all. As
with many symbols, there are two ways to get an em dash, or its shorter cousin the en dash, to appear on a page: by using
a keyboard shortcut, or the Special Character panel

.

Keyboard Shortcut
To type an em dash, hold down the Shift and Option keys and press the Minus key. Alternatively, press the Hyphen key
twice and press Space.
To type an en dash, hold down the Option key and press the Minus key.
The Special Characters Panel

Open a word processing program such as TextEdit. Click the Edit menu and
select Emoji & Symbols. Alternatively, use the keyboard shortcut ShiftCommand-Space to open the Special Characters panel.

Scroll to the top of the Special Characters panel and type the name of thesymbol you want — which in this case is em dash — in the search field.
The Special Character displays an em dash and two variations: vertical and
small.
Click the Em Dash symbol to paste it into the document.
Have a look through the emoji and symbols section to get an idea of the
very wide range of symbols and special characters that are available.

credit: both Images courtesy of Apple

TIPS FROM THE WELLINGTON WIZARDS
Timing Updates:
Constant updates to our computers these days seems to occupy a lot of time, and sometimes
interfere with tasks we want to get done. These updates are, of course, essential to the correct and safe running of the computer, but we can take some steps to reduce it impacting on our daily usage.
One of the simplest solutions is to perform these updates at a time when we are not using the machine, for
example evenings when having dinner or watching TV. Some people simply leave their machines on overnight,
maybe once a fortnight or once a month.
One question asked a lot is, can I turn off these updates? Essentially, no, nor should you for very good reasons.
Even though you can change the times that these updates take place, and even turn off the Automatic Updates
feature, this will affect only some updates or patches because the really important ones will still happen regardless of any settings you make. It is always recommended that the latest updates and patches to
Microsoft/Apple/Android’s Operating System be installed as it contains many improvements and, perhaps more
importantly, security patches to protect against outside intrusions and viruses!
[from computer topics discussed at Wellington SeniorNet & generously shared on their website]
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Speed up your Windows 10 computer

[cont’d from page 1]

(C) Run Windows System Maintenance
Windows 10 has a built-in maintenance utility that can help find and fix issues in the operating system. It can also identify and run processes that can
help improve computer performance.
To access and use the Windows System Maintenance utility, follow the steps
below.
1. In the Search Windows text box, next to the Start button on the taskbar,
type system maintenance, then press Enter.
2. In the Security and Maintenance window, click the Troubleshooting link
towards the bottom of the window.
3. In the Troubleshooting window, under the System
and security section, click
the Run maintenance
tasks link.
4. Click the Next button to
run the Troubleshooter
utility. If a message appears saying to run the
Troubleshooter as an administrator, click the Try
troubleshooting as an
administrator option.
5. If any errors or issues are found, or any
suggestions are provided, follow the steps to fix the errors and issues,
and implement the suggestions.
D. Stop/remove TSRs and disable startup programs
Programs and processes that run in the background, known as TSRs, use up
memory on the computer and can cause the computer to run more slowly
than it could. Some of these programs and processes are not essential to the
operating of the computer and Windows operating system, and they can be
turned off.
To turn off and disable TSRs and other programs that startup with Windows,
follow the steps provided on the web page linked below.
How to remove TSRs and startup programs
[https://www.computerhope.com/issues/chtsr.htm]
If you are unsure which programs and processes to turn off and disable, visit
the Should I Block It website linked below and search for the name of the
process or program. The Should I Block It website can help you determine if
the process or program is needed or not for correct computer, Windows, or
other software operation.
Should I Block It? [http://www.shouldiblockit.com/]

E. Clean the Windows registry
The Windows registry stores lots of information about the operating system, software, and files. If there is bad information, incorrect shortcuts to programs, or other problems, it can cause the computer to run slow. Issues in the registry can
also cause errors, including blue screen of death errors.
Correcting problems in the registry can help to speed up a computer, allow it to run more efficiently, and eliminate errors. The registry is very complex and not something you want to fix manually, as it could cause even worse problems.
Using a registry cleaner is a better option. Below are a couple registry cleaners that we recommend.
CCleaner [https://www.ccleaner.com/ccleaner] - fixes many registry issues, and includes several additional tools to
speed up a computer
EasyCleaner [http://personal.inet.fi/business/toniarts/ecleane.htm] - a basic, but powerful registry cleaner
Glary Utilities [https://www.glarysoft.com/glary-utilities/] - a powerful registry cleaner, and includes several additional
tools to free up hard drive space and improve computer performance

